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Abstract

A social state is assumed to be characterized by welfare and non-
welfare attributes. Welfare attributes are utility pro�les and all the rel-
evant information. Non-welfare attributes are intrinsic to social states
irrespective of utilities. Modifying transitive rationality of social prefer-
ence, we show that dictatorship still holds under this setting (Theorem
1). We also show that non-welfare information is used only if the dictator
is indi¤erent between two social states (Theorems 2-4).

Keywords:Arrow�s impossibility theorem, welfarism, non-welafre at-
tribute, attribute set.

1 Introduction

In the past decades, the study of social choice and welfare economics has been

based on the idea that actions, policies, and/or rules should be evaluated on

the basis of their consequences that are in most cases postulated by individual

welfare. This idea, called welfarism, a form of consequentialism, has signi�cantly

spread in the �eld of normative economics, despite numerous criticisms against
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it1 .

In this paper, we study Arrovian social choice with welfare and non-welfare

attributes. We premise that social choice should not be undertaken with welfare

information only and it must also use non-welfare information. The formaliza-

tion of non-welfare information is the key to solve the problem.

We assume that a social state is characterized by welfare and non-welfare

attributes. Welfare attributes are utility pro�les and all the relevant information

such as ordinal preferences and the Borda numbers, which are derived from and

dependent on utilities. In contrast to this, non-welfare attributes are intrinsic to

social states irrespective of utilities. Social states are classi�ed into some groups

with respect to non-welfare attributes. We call the groups attribute sets. Any so-

cial state in the same attribute set is thought of as identical and undistinguished

from each other from the viewpoint of the attributes in question. For any two so-

cial states, if they do not belong to the same attribute set, then the di¤erence in

non-welfare attributes counts for determining the social preference between the

two states. This idea requires us to abandon or correct the neutrality axiom and

similar others such as indi¤erence Pareto, which are often implicitly imposed

on Arrovian rules. We also argue that transitivity of social preference should

be modi�ed; signi�cant amount of literature demonstrates that neutrality and

the similar should be responsible for blocking the possibility of non-welfarist

social choice2 , but no literature points out that transitivity of social preference,

implicitly assumed in the literature, should be equally responsible.

We show that in this setting, the Arrovian dictatorship theorem still survives

when non-welfare information is available (Theorem 1), and that non-welfare

information is utilized for determining the social preference between any two

1Refer to Sen (1979a, 1979b) for the comprehensive studies of welfarism. The former argues
welfarism in the philosophical context, whereas the latter does it in the context of social choice
and welfare economics.

2See d�Aspremont and Gevers (1976) and Sen (1970,1977).
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social states only when the dictator is indi¤erent between the two (Theorems

2-4). Therefore, welfare and non-welfare information are used in a lexicographic

order; welfare information �rst and then non-welfare information.

An example of Sen (1979a) very well illustrates the importance of our idea;

it intends to point out a problem with welfarism, an inappropriate information

constraint for social decision3 . Let there be two persons r (rich) and p (poor),

and let there be two states x and y with the only di¤erence being that in x there

is no redistribution taxation, whereas in y some money obtained by taxing r

has been passed on to p, even though r remains richer than p. The table below

shows the utilities of the two persons in the two states.

states

utilities
x (no tax) y (redistribution tax)

r 10 8
p 4 7

Now we replace the above with the following. Let r be a romantic dreamer

and p be a miserable policeman. In b, the policeman tortures the dreamer; in a,

he does not. The table below shows the utilities of the two persons in the two

states.

states

utilities
a (no torture) b (torture of r by p)

r 10 8
p 4 7

If we stick to welfarism, the taxation and torture problems have no di¤erence

in utilities so that both should have the same resolution4 . The redistribution

from the rich to poor should be made (y is socially better than x in the taxation

problem) if and only if torture is undertaken (b is socially better than a in

the torture problem). Everybody would think that this is a stupid idea. The

two problems should not be dealt with equally. Life, body, or physical freedom

3Refer also to Sen (1979b) that provides a similar example pinpointing the problem with
welfarism.

4We make a brief remark on welfarism in section 3.
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should be counted as one of the important non-welfare attributes5 . From this

viewpoint, no torture states a; x; y belong to the same attribute set, but b does

not. By taking the non�welfare information into account, the social preference

of x and y can be di¤erent from that of a and b.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides notation and de-

�nitions, where several examples illustrate our basic idea about non-welfare

attributes. Axioms on rules are introduced in Section 3, where transitive ra-

tionality of social preferences, neutrality, and indi¤erence Pareto, are replaced

with modi�ed versions. We provide some remarks on welfarism here. Section 4

states the main results. Subordinate matters of limited importance relative to

the main results are relegated to Appendix A and B.

2 Notation and De�nitions

Let N = f1; 2; :::; ng be the �nite set of persons with at least two. Let X be

the �nite set of social states with at least three. Each person i�s preference is

represented by a utility function ui de�ned on X. Let U(X) be the set of all

utility functions. A (utility) pro�le u is the list of individual utility functions

u = (u1; :::; un), so the set of pro�les is U(X)n. A social choice rule F , simply a

rule, is a mapping that associates with each pro�le u 2 U(X)n a social preference

�F (u), a complete binary relation on X6 . The strict and indi¤erent relations

associated with �F (u) are denoted by >F (u) and =F (u) respectively.

A social state x 2 X is characterized by welfare and non-welfare attributes.

Given a pro�le, the welfare attributes of x are the pro�le itself and all the

concepts derived from it, such as ordinal preferences of x and the Borda number

of x, which depend on pro�les. In contrast, non-welfare attributes are intrinsic

to x independently of pro�les. Let non-welfare attributes be given. We assume

5Libertarian claims of individual rights have been thought of as a typical issue of non-
welfare value in the literature. Refer to Sen (1969,1970,1976,1979b) for details.

6We say that �F (u) is complete on X if and only if for all x; y 2 X, x �F (u) y or y �F (u) x.
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that all the social states are classi�ed into subgroups in which each member is

thought of as identical from the viewpoint of the non-welfare attributes. Thus

X has a partition fX�g�2�, where X =
S
�2�

X� and X�\X�0 = ; for all � 6= �0.

If x; y 2 X�, we cannot distinguish between x and y from the viewpoint of the

non-welfare attributes. We call X� an attribute set. We assume that there exist

at least two attribute sets. Let X(x) stand for the attribute set containing x.

We occasionally substitute X(x) for X� in order to say x 2 X� .

Remark 1 A weaker de�nition of attribute sets is that X has a covering, where

X =
S
�2�

X� holds, but not necessarily X� \X�0 = ; for all � 6= �0. However,

this de�nition is essentially the same as our de�nition as all the intersections

are new attribute sets. Let R and B be the sets of red-colored objects and

blue-colored objects respectively. If there exist some objects that look like they

are red and blue, where the intersection R \B is nonempty, we let P = R \B

be a new attribute set called the set of purple-colored objects.

The examples below illustrate the attribute sets.

Example 1 Underage individuals watching pornography or not.

Since the advent of the Internet, pornography has been readily available to

anyone in any location. Let X = fG;U;Og, where G stands for grown-ups

watching pornography, U stands for under-aged watching it, and O stands

for nobody watching it. The non-welfare attribute is a type of morality. The

attribute sets are fUg and fG;Og7 .

Example 2 Mac or Windows.

X = f(m;m); (m;w); (w;m); (w;w)g. Two workers use computers. Let

(m;w) stand for a situation where Worker 1 uses Mac and Worker 2 uses Win-

7This example originally comes from Sen (1969,1970)�s Lady Chatterley�s Lover, which
Sen addressed later as " ...may now appear puzzling." (Sen 1979, p480). Therefore, we have
updated the example conforming to the Internet age.
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dows. The other notation is also similar. The non-welfare attribute is corpora-

tion. The attribute sets are f(m;m); (w;w)g and f(m;w); (w;m)g.

Example 3 Building a commercial complex (C) or protecting the natural en-

vironment (E).

X = fC;Eg�
nQ
i=1

Xi, where Xi is the set of person i�s personal feature. The

non-welfare attribute is the environment. The attribute sets are fCg �
nQ
i=1

Xi

and fEg �
nQ
i=1

Xi.

3 Axioms

Arrow�s dictatorship theorem requires three axioms, transitive rationality of

social preference, Arrow�s independence, and Pareto condition when rules are

de�ned on the set of preference pro�les8 . The theorem requires one more ax-

iom, ordinal noncomparability9 , when the rules are de�ned on the set of utility

pro�les. We argue that all the axioms, except for transitive rationality, are used

with no modi�cation, but an extensive discussion is needed for the modi�cation

of transitive rationality.

A rule F satis�es Independence (I) if for any u; u0 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

if ui(x) = u0i(x); ui(y) = u0i(y) for all i 2 N , then �F (u) \fx; yg2 =�F (u0)

\fx; yg2. Independence is assumed in all the results in this paper, implying

that the social preference of x and y should be the same in two pro�les if,

person-wise, the individual utility of x and y is the same in those pro�les. Also

note that non-welfare attributes of x and y are intrinsic to themselves and do

not change across those pro�les.

A rule F satis�es Pareto (P) if for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X, ui(x) >

ui(y) for all i 2 N , then x >F (u) y. We have no reluctance to acknowledge the
8The assumption that rules are de�ned on the set of preference pro�les, not on the proper

subset is occasionally thought of as one of the axioms, called universal domain.
9Refer to Sen (1977). d�Aspremont and Gevers (2002) surveys the related works.
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existence of non-welfare value superior to individual welfare, which will be able

to overturn unanimous decisions that Pareto requires. However this is beyond

the scope of the subject we present. We deal with social choice problems, where

welfare and non-welfare values are equally respected, and hence Pareto still

remains as a requirement of the rules.

A rule F satis�es Ordinal Noncomparability (ON) if for any u; u0 2 U(X)n

and any i 2 N , there exists a strictly increasing real valued function  i such that

u0i(x) =  i(ui(x)) for all x 2 X, then �F (u)= �F (u0)10 . As this transformation

of utility functions has no in�uence on non-welfare attributes, ON still remains

as an axiom on rules.

A rule F satis�es �-Full Rationality (�FR) if for any u 2 U(X)n, any

X�; X�0 ; � 6= �0 and any fx; y; zg � X� [ X�0 , x �F (u) y �F (u) z implies

x �F (u) z. Note that transitivity of �F (u) does not always hold on fx; y; zg

if each of the three belongs to a di¤erent attribute set. It is easy to observe

that a rule F satis�es �FR if and only if for any X�; X�0 ; � 6= �0 and any

fx; y; zg � X� [ X�0 ,(i) x =F (u) y =F (u) z implies x =F (u) z and (ii) either

x >F (u) y �F (u) z or x �F (u) y >F (u) z implies x >F (u) z. There are four cases

for �FR. (0) either x; y; z 2 X� or x; y; z 2 X�0 , (1) x; y 2 X�; z 2 X�0 , (2)

x 2 X�; y; z 2 X�0 , and (3) x; z 2 X�; y 2 X�0 . Case (0) is essentially equiva-

lent to Full Rationality (FR) imposed on Arrovian rules. A rule F satis�es FR

if for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y; z 2 X, x �F (u) y �F (u) z implies x �F (u) z.

An everyday example illustrates Case (1).

Example 4 Let a non-welfare attribute be religion. Let x; y; z be social states

as follows.
10Without ON, the utilitarian rule de�ned by x >F (u) y if and only if

P
i2N

ui(x) >
P
i2N

ui(y)

is a counter example against Arrow�s dictator theorem in the utility framework.
For any rule satisfying I, ON is equivalent to cardinal noncomparability (CN), which says

that for any u; u0 2 U(X)n and any i 2 N , if there exists some constants ai > 0 and bi such
that u0i = aiui+ bi, then �F (u)= �F (u0). Refer to d�Aspremont and Gevers (1976), Theorem
2.
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x :We are Christians with a piece of bread per day;

y :We are Christians with no bread per day; and

z :We are not religious with bread as much as we like per day.

Then it appears natural that x �F (u) y �F (u) z implies x �F (u) z. If we

Christians like having one piece of bread better than no bread (x �F (u) y) and

if we like being a Christian with no bread better than being a rich person with

no religious faith (y �F (u) z), then we like being a Christian with one piece of

bread better than a rich person with no religious faith (x �F (u) z).

The formal meaning of Case (1) is as follows. Note that fx; zg and fy; zg

have no di¤erence in non-welfare attributes; x 2 X� and z 2 X�0 whereas

y 2 X� and z 2 X�0 . Thus, if we have x <F (u) z and y �F (u) z, this implies

that the welfare attributes of y are more highly praised in social preference than

that of x. However, this is a contradiction because x �F (u) y was made only by

welfare attributes. In this case, we can ignore non-welfare attributes as x and

y have no di¤erence in non-welfare attributes. Therefore x �F (u) z holds true.

Case (2) can be justi�ed as well.

A slight modi�cation of the everyday example of Case (1) illustrates Case

(3).

Example 5 Let x; y; z be social states as follows.

x :We are Christians with a piece of bread per day;

y :We are not religious with bread as much as we like per day; and

z :We are Christians with no bread per day.

If we like being a Christian with a piece of bread better than being a rich

person with no religious faith (x �F (u) y), but if we might as well discard the

faith as starve to death (y �F (u) z), then we Christians like having food better

than no food (x �F (u) z).

8



The formal meaning of Case (3) is explained as well as that in Case (1).

Note that fx; yg and fy; zg have no di¤erence in non-welfare attributes; x 2 X�

and y 2 X�0 whereas y 2 X�0 and z 2 X�. Thus, x �F (u) y �F (u) z implies

that the welfare attributes of x are not less praised in social preference than

that of z. As there exists no di¤erence in non-welfare attributes between x and

z, the social preference on fx; zg should be made only by the welfare attributes

so that we conclude x �F (u) z.

Example 6 Let X = fx; y; zg. The attribute sets are fx; yg and fzg. The

table below shows that (1)-(3) are independent of each other.

(1) (2) (3)
x =F (u) z =F (u) y >F (u) x yes yes no
z =F (u) x =F (u) y >F (u) z yes no yes
y =F (u) x =F (u) z >F (u) y no yes yes

The social preference in the �rst row of the table satis�es (1) and (2), but

not (3). The social preferences in the second and third rows read the same way.

As we noted before, transitivity of �F (u) does not always hold if three social

states belong to di¤erent attribute sets. The example below illustrates this

point.

Example 7 There exist three non-welfare attributes, religion, health and mar-

riage. Let x; y; z be the social states as follows:

x :We are Christians and smokers, and same-sex marriage is not legalized;

y :We are non-Christians and nonsmokers, and same-sex marriage is not

legalized; and

z :We are are non-Christians and smokers, and same-sex marriage is legal-

ized.

9



The table below illustrates the three social states.

x y z
religion (Christian) yes no no
health (Nonsmoking) no yes no

marriage (S.S. Marriage) no no yes

We assume that welfare information is identical among the three states.

The attribute sets are fxg; fyg; fzg. In this example x �F (u) y �F (u) z does not

imply x �F (u) z. Note that the social decision for any two social states are made

by two of the three non-welfare attributes; x �F (u) y is made by religion and

health whereas y �F (u) z is made by health and marriage. Similarly x �F (u) z

has to be made by marriage and religion. However, x �F (u) y and y �F (u) z

provide us with no clue to this decision.

The examples in the previous sections suggest that using non-welfare at-

tributes as an informational basis of social choice implies violating either (i) tran-

sitivity of social preference, (ii) Strong Neutrality, or (iii) Indi¤erence Pareto, a

special form of Strong Neutrality. The last two axioms are well known in the

literature of Arrovian social choice. A rule F satis�es Indi¤erence Pareto (IP)

if for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X, if ui(x) = ui(y) for all i 2 N then

x =F (u) y. A rule F satis�es Strong Neutrality (SN) if for any u; u0 2 U(X)n

and any x; y; z; w 2 X, if ui(x) = u0i(z) and ui(y) = u0i(w) for any i 2 N ,

then x �F (u) y () z �F (u) w. Sen (1977) shows that for any rule with Full

Rationality and Independence, Strong Neutrality is equivalent to Indi¤erence

Pareto11 . d�Aspremont and Gevers (1976, Lemma 3) goes further, which says

that if a rule satis�es SN, social preferences are determined only by comparisons

of utility levels, irrespective of what social states bring about them12 . These

results support our observation.

Unlike Pareto, Indi¤erence Pareto is counterintuitive because it is against

11Refer to Theorem 6 in Sen (1977).
12This is called welfarism theorem. Refer also to Sen (1979b), which proves the counterpart

of welfarism theorem in the traditional ordinal framework.
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the idea that the social preference of x and y should be made by the di¤erence of

non-welfare value if there exists no di¤erence with respect to individual welfare.

Therefore it should be replaced with �-Indi¤erence Pareto, a modi�ed version,

which says that a rule F satis�es �-Indi¤erence Pareto (�IP) if for any u 2

U(X)n and any x; y 2 X, if ui(x) = ui(y) for all i 2 N and x; y 2 X� for some

� then x =F (u) y. The same reason holds for Strong Neutrality, which should

be replaced with �-Strong Neutrality, a modi�ed version. A rule F satis�es

�-Strong Neutrality (�SN) if for any u; u0 2 U(X)n and any x; y; z; w 2 X, if

ui(x) = u0i(z) and ui(y) = u0i(w) for any i 2 N , and x; z 2 X�, y; w 2 X�0 for

some �, �0 (� = �0 is possible) imply x �F (u) y () z �F (u0) w. We show that

�IP and �SN are identical if a rule satis�es �FR and I (Theorem 3).

We are now in a position to grasp the de�nition of using non-welfare at-

tributes. We say that a rule F satisfying Independence uses non-welfare at-

tributes if there exist

(i) some x; y 2 X and some u 2 U(X)n such that X(x) 6= X(y) and (i-

a) ui(x) = ui(y) for all i and x 6=F (u) y or (i-b) ui(x) > ui(y) for all i and

x �F (u) y; or

(ii) some x; y; z; w 2 X and some u; u0 2 U(X)n such that

(ii-a) ui(x) = u0i(z) and ui(y) = u0i(w) for all i 2 N ;

(ii-b) z =2 X(x) [X(y) or w =2 X(x) [X(y); and

(ii-c) x �F (u) y () z �F (u0) w does not hold.

Cases (i) and (ii) provide an evidence for using non-welfare attributes as

an informational basis of social choice. Case (i-b) is excluded if a rule satis�es

Pareto. Case (i) and (ii) do not overlap with each other, as two alternatives

su¢ ce for Case (i) whereas at least three alternatives su¢ ce for Case (ii). Obvi-

ously, if a rule satisfying Independence and Pareto uses non-welfare attributes,

it violates either Indi¤erence Pareto or Neutrality, but it does not always violate

their �-mates. We say that a rule satis�es the Use of Non-Welfare Attribute

11



(UNWA) if it uses non-welfare attributes. Hence, the discussion so far is sum-

marized as follows: (1) Using non-welfare information as a basis of social deci-

sion is equivalent to abandoning Strong Neutrality; (2) according to welfarism

theorem, Strong Neutrality is equivalent to the combination of Independence,

Indi¤erence Pareto, and transitivity of social preference; and (3) the last two

axioms of which are responsible for impeding non-welfarist social choice, and

should be replaced with the modi�ed versions.

A rule F is the Pareto extension rule if and only if for all u 2 U(X)n and

all x; y 2 X, x �F (u) y () : (ui(y) > ui(x) 8i 2 N). A person i is decisive

for (x; y) if for any u 2 U(X)n, ui(x) > ui(y) implies x >F (u) y. A person i is

dictator on Y � X if he is decisive for any pair in Y �Y . A person i is dictator

if he is dictator on X13 .

According to Sen (1979a), welfarism requires that "The judgement of the

relative goodness of alternative states of a¤airs must be based exclusively on

the respective collections of individual utilities in these states.14" The states

of a¤airs correspond to social states in this paper. We reject welfarism on the

same ground as Sen (1979a). However, the conditional application of welfarism

represented by the family of �-axioms, that is, �FR, �SN, and �IP, appears

to be immune to criticism against welfarism. It can be said that welfarism is

applicable only in the case of there being no di¤erence in non-welfare informa-

tion. We would like to call this view conditional welfarism, distinguishing it

from welfarism.

4 Results

We deal with the class of rules satisfying �FR, I, P, ON, �IP and UNWA,

where �IP is identical to �SN as will be shown later. The theorem below is a
13We can say that i is dictator if he is decisive for all pairs in X.
14 In philosophical contexts, welfarism is de�ned a bit more demandingly, that is, taken as

an increasing function of individual utilities. Refer to Sen (1977,1979a) for details.
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counterpart of Arrow�s impossibility theorem (Arrow 1951,63).

Theorem 1 Suppose that there exists at least one attribute set with at least two

elements.

(1) Suppose that there exist at least two attribute sets that are singleton.

Then if a rule F satis�es �FR, I, P and ON, there exists a person i who is

decisive for any pair (x; y) except for all the pairs such that fxg = X� and

fyg = X�0 .

(2) Suppose that there exists at most one attribute set that is singleton. Then

if a rule F satis�es �FR, I, P and ON, there exists dictator.

Proof. (1). Take X� containing at least two elements and X�0(�
0 6= �) arbi-

trarily. First we show that there exists dictator on X� [ X�0 . Take any two

elements x and y in X� and any z in X�0 arbitrarily. Thanks to �FR, �F (u)

is complete and transitive on fx; y; zg and hence a modi�ed version of Arrow�s

Theorem due to Sen (Theorem 1, 1977) is applied. Thus there exists a dictator

i on fx; y; zg. This further implies that i is dictator on X� and decisive for any

pairs in (X� �X�0) [ (X�0 �X�). The only remaining thing to prove is that

i is dictator on X�0 if X�0 contains at least two elements. Let z; w 2 X�0 and

ui(z) > ui(w). We can let ui(z) > ui(x) > ui(w) and x 2 X�. As i is decisive

on fx; zg and fx;wg, we have z >F (u) x >F (u) w. By �FR, we have z >F (u) w,

the desired result. By noting that this holds for any X�0 , this completes the

proof of (1).

(2). (1) completes the proof.

If a rule uses non-welfare attributes, the following holds.

Theorem 2 Let F be a rule satisfying �FR, I, and UNWA. The followings are

true.

(1) F violates either FR or IP.
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(2) If there exist only two attribute sets, then F satis�es FR and violates IP.

Proof. (1) It is easy to observe that any rule F satisfying FR, I and IP satis�es

SN, which cannot be compatible with UNWA.

(2) Noting that FR is reduced to �FR for this case, we know that (2) follows

from (1).

The theorem below is easily proved.

Theorem 3 For any rule satisfying �FR and I, it satis�es �SN if and only if

it satis�es �IP.

If IP is imposed on rules, the theorem below elaborates the decision power

structure in (2) of Theorem 1.

Theorem 4 Let F satisfy �FR, I, IP, ON, and P. If there exists at most one

attribute set that is singleton, then F is a dictatorial rule with a decision hier-

archy, and hence it satis�es FR and violates UNWA.

See Appendix A for the proof and de�nition of decision hierarchy. Theorem

4 says that if there exists at most one attribute set that is singleton, there exists

no rule satisfying �FR, I, P, IP and UNWA.

For rules satisfying �FR, I, P, ON, �IP(=�SN), and UNWA, there are eight

cases that are logically possible. Table 1 lists the cases.

Table 1
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at least two
singleton attribute sets

at most one
singleton attribute sets

only two attribute sets
FR is satis�ed
IP is violated

Case 1 Case 2

three or more attribute sets
FR is violated
IP is satis�ed

Case 3 Case 4

three or more attribute sets
FR is satis�ed
IP is violated

Case 5 Case 6

three or more attribute sets
FR is violated
IP is violated

Case 7 Case 8

Essentially, Case 1 is impossible. Case 4 is also impossible due to Theorem

4. Note that there exists dictator in Case 5. See Appendix B for more detailed

argument on the remaining cases.

We show independence of the axioms, �FR, I, P, ON, �IP and UNWA. Each

attribute set is indexed by X� (� = 1; :::; t). For any x 2 X, let �(x) 2 f1; :::; tg

be such that x 2 X�(x).

Example 8 (The simple majority rule weighted by non-welfare value) LetN(x; y; u) =

#fi 2 N : ui(x) > ui(y)g. Let a rule F be de�ned as follows: For any u 2 U(X)n

and any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y () N(x; y; u) > N(y; x; u) or [N(x; y; u) = N(y; x; u) and �(x) > �(y)]

x =F (u) y () N(x; y; u) = N(y; x; u) and �(x) = �(y).

This rule has no dictator and satis�es all the axioms except for �FR.

Example 9 (The Borda rule weighted by non-welfare value) Let �(x; u) =
nX
i=1

#fz 2 X : ui(x) � ui(z)g. Let k > 0 be such that n+ k > kt. Let a rule F

be de�ned as follows: For any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x �F (u) y () �(x; u) + k�(x) � �(y; u) + k�(y).

15



This rule has no dictator and satis�es all the axioms except for I. Note that

P is assured by the condition n+ k > kt.

Example 10 (The non-welfare value �rst rule) Let a rule F be de�ned as fol-

lows: For any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y () [�(x) > �(y)] or [�(x) = �(y)&u1(x) > u1(y)]

x =F (u) y () �(x) = �(y)&u1(x) = u1(y):

This rule has no dictator and satis�es all the axioms except for P.

Example 11 (The utilitarian rule weighted by non-welfare value) Let a rule F

be de�ned as follows: For any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y ()
nP
i=1

ui(x) >
nP
i=1

ui(y) or
�
nP
i=1

ui(x) =
nP
i=1

ui(y)&�(x) > �(y)

�
x =F (u) y ()

nP
i=1

ui(x) =
nP
i=1

ui(y)&�(x) = �(y):

This rule has no dictator and satis�es all the axioms except for ON.

Example 12 (The hierarchical dictatorial rule weighted by non-welfare value)

Let each alternatives be indexed, 1; 2; :::; q, where#X = q. Let �(x) 2 f1; 2; :::; qg

be the number of x. Let a rule F be de�ned as follows: For any u 2 U(X)n and

any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y ()

8<: 9k 2 f1; :::; ng s.t. ui(x) = ui(y) 8i � k � 1 &uk(x) > uk(y)
or

ui(x) = ui(y) 8i & �(x) > �(y):
No =F (u) exists by de�nition. This is a dictatorial rule with an extended

hierarchy. The hierarchy is extended in the sense that non-welfare value is

personi�ed and participates in the hierarchy. This rule satis�es all the axioms

except for �IP.

Example 13 (The complete dictatorial rule) Let a rule F be such that there

exists some i 2 N , called complete dictator, such that x �F (u) y () ui(x) �

ui(y) for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X. This rule satis�es all the axioms

except for UNWA.
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5 Conclusion

The study of non-welfarist social choice has not progressed su¢ ciently to answer

Sen (1979a)�s argument that focused its importance in the context of the crit-

icism against welfarism15 . We have o¤ered a formal framework to treat social

choice with non-welfare values. Although most of the results show impossibility,

some are considered to be possible. The majority rule, Borda rule, and utilitar-

ian rule weighted by non-welfare value (Examples 8, 9 and 11) appear strange

at �rst glance. However they look attractive against the dictatorial theorems

shown in the paper. They teach us that non-welfare value should be respected

in some sophisticated form in order to escape from dictatorship. An extensive

study of the rules is recommended16 .

6 Appendix A

We obtain a re�nement of the Arrow�s impossibility theorem when we im-

pose IP on rules. Let D be a nonempty subset of U(X)n. We say that per-

son i is dictator, complete dictator, converse dictator, and complete converse

dictator for D if the followings hold respectively: For any u 2 D and any

x; y 2 X, ui(x) > ui(y) =) x >F (u) y (dictator); ui(x) � ui(y) () x �F (u) y

(complete dictator); ui(x) > ui(y) =) x <F (u) y (converse dictator); and

ui(x) � ui(y)() x �F (u) y (complete converse dictator).

A rule F is a dictatorial rule with a decision hierarchy if there exist persons

i1; i2; :::; ik�1; ik (1 � k � n) such that i1 is dictator, i2 is dictator or converse

dictator for Di1 = fu 2 U(X)n : ui1(x) = ui1(y) for all x; y 2 Xg, i3 is
15An exception is Fleurbaey (2003) that o¤ers a new framework, data �lter approach, to

make non-welfare social choice possible. Another framework for investigating this issue is the
capability approach initiated by Sen (1979c), and the most formal elaboration of the approach
is Sen (1985). Alexander (2008) provides an introduction to the approach and a comprehensive
survey.
16Lexmin rule, a lexcographic extension of Rawls�di¤erence principle, should also be stud-

ied. Axiomatic characterizations of the rule were given by d�Aspremont and Gevers (1977),
Hammond (1976), and Strasnick (1976).
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dictator or converse dictator for Di1i2 = fu 2 U(X)n : ui1(x) = ui1(y) and

ui2(x) = ui2(y) for all x; y 2 Xg,..., ik�1 is dictator or converse dictator for

Di1i2���ik�2 = fu 2 U(X)n : ui1(x) = ui1(y); ui2(x) = ui2(y); :::; uik�2(x) =

uik�2(y) for all x; y 2 Xg and ik is complete dictator or complete converse

dictator for Di1i2���ik�1 = fu 2 U(X)n : ui1(x) = ui1(y); ui2(x) = ui2(y); :::;

uik�1(x) = uik�1(y) for all x; y 2 Xg17 .

There is a vast variety of decision hierarchies. The shortest decision hier-

archy consists of only one person i1 who is complete dictator whereas all the

persons take part in the longest decision hierarchy. Owing to Independence,

social preferences induced from a dictatorial rule with a decision hierarchy are

lexicographic ordering; for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y () ui1(x) > ui1(y) or [9k0 � k s.t. ui1(x) = ui1(y); ui2(x) =

ui2(y); :::; uik0�1(x) = uik0�1(y) & (uik0 (x) > uik0 (y) or uik0 (x) < uik0 (y))]:

x =F (u) y () ui1(x) = ui1(y); ui2(x) = ui2(y); :::; uik�1(x) = uik�1(y) and

uik(x) = uik(y).

Theorem 5 If a rule F satis�es FR, I, P, ON, and IP, it is a dictatorial rule

with a decision hierarchy.

Proof. Let i1 be dictator. Let x; y 2 X and u 2 U(X)n such that ui1(x) =

ui1(y) and ui(x) > ui(y) for all i 6= i1 be given. Then we have x >F (u) y,

x <F (u) y or x =F (u) y. Owing to FR, I and IP, these hold for all x; y 2 X. That

is, for any x; y 2 X and any u 2 U(X)n, if ui1(x) = ui1(y) and ui(x) > ui(y)

for all i 6= i1, then x >F (u) y (Case1), x <F (u) y (Case 2) or x =F (u) y (Case

3).

Case 1: If n � 3, then letting Di1 be the new domain with the society of

n � 1 persons except for i1, we can apply Arrow�s impossibility theorem and

17Dictators i2 on Di1 ; :::; and ik�1 on Di1i2���ik�2 are called quasi dictators according to
the language of Bordes and Salles (1978). Aleskerov and Vladimirov (1986) provides a more
comprehensive study of decision hierarchy.
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show the existence of i2 who is dictator for Di1 . If n = 2, IP shows that i2 is

complete dictator for Di1 , which completes the proof.

Case 2: If n � 3, then letting Di1 be the new domain with the society of

n � 1 persons except for i1, we can apply Arrow�s impossibility theorem with-

out Pareto (See Wilson (1972), Binmore (1976), and Fountain and Suzumura

(1982)18) and show the existence of i2 who is converse dictator for Di1 . If

n = 2, IP shows that i2 is complete converse dictator for Di1 , which completes

the proof.

Case 3: We show that i1 is complete dictator, which completes the proof.

Take three alternatives a; b; c and u 2 U(X)n such that ui1(a) = ui1(b) = ui1(c),

and ui(a) > ui(b); ui(a) > ui(c) for all i 6= i1. Case 3 implies b =F (u) a =F (u) c,

which by FR further implies b =F (u) c. Noting that for any i 6= i1, no preference

between b and c is speci�ed, we have the desired result.

If either Case 1 or Case 2 holds, the same proof is repeated by letting Di1i2

be the new domain with the society of n � 2 persons except for i1 and i2. If

either Case 1 or Case 2 hold again here, the proof is also repeated again by

letting Di1i2i3 be the new domain with the society of n � 3 persons except for

i1, i2 and i3. The proof completes when it �nds person ik (k � n) who is

complete dictator. Aso note that IP is applied when k = n.

Note that if a rule is a dictatorial rule with a decision hierarchy, it does not

use non-welfare attributes. Also note that if we impose strong Pareto (SP),

which says that 8u 2 U(X)n,8 x; y 2 X, [ui(x) � ui(y) 8i & ui(x) > ui(y)

9i =) x >F (u) y], then the decision hierarchy is uniquely characterized, where

someone is dictator and each of the rest plays as dictator at each stage in the

hierarchy.

Proof of Theorem 4. : For any distinct x; y 2 X, let A be a decision

18 It is easy to observe that their results are reestablished on rules de�ned on the set of
utility pro�les, by adding ON as a new axom.
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hierarchy, i.e., a sequence of persons i1; i2; � � �; ik(k � n), where i1 is dictator

on fx; yg, i2; :::; ik�1 are dictator or converse dictator on Di1 ; :::; Di1���ik�2 , and

ik is complete dictator or complete converse dictator on Di1���ik�1 . For any

x; y 2 X, x 6= y, we write x A ! y if �F (u) \fx; yg2 coincides with the ordering

determined by A for any u 2 U(X)n. That is, we write x A ! y if the decision

hierarchy A determines the social preference on fx; yg for any pro�le.

Then we have the following:

(1) for any x; y 2 X;x 6= y, there exists some decision hierarchy A such that

x
A ! y.

Proof of (1): If x and y belongs to the same attribute set, there exists some

z that does not belong to the attribute set. As �FR reduces to FR on fx; y; zg,

Theorem 5 is applied and hence we have (1).

Otherwise, we can take z such that x and z belong to the same attribute set

without loss of generality. Since �FR reduces to FR on fx; y; zg, Theorem 5 is

applied and hence we have (1).

Second we show that

(2) for any x; y; z 2 X, where x; y; z are distinct to each other, x A ! y

implies x A ! z.

Proof of (2): If x and y belong to the same attribute set, we can prove

x
A ! z along the same line as (1). Next suppose not. We can take w such

that x and w belong to the same attribute set without loss of generality. As

�FR reduces to FR on fx; y; wg and fx; z; wg, Theorem 5 and x A ! y imply

x
A ! z, which is the desired result.

With (1) and (2), we know that F is a dictatorial rule with the decision

hierarchy A, and hence F satis�es FR and violates UNWA.
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7 Appendix B

Cases 2, 5 and 6: Given u 2 U(X)n, we de�ne a lexicographic ordering �L(u)

as follows.

For any x; y 2 X, the asymmetric part of �L is de�ned by

x >L(u) y ()

8<: 9k 2 f1; :::; ng s.t. ui(x) = ui(y) 8i � k � 1 &uk(x) > uk(y)
or

ui(x) = ui(y) 8i & �(x) > �(y):

The symmetric part is de�ned by x =L(u) y () ui(x) = ui(y) 8i & �(x) =

�(y).

Let a rule F be such that x �F (u) y () x �L(u) y for any u 2 U(X)n and

any x; y 2 X. Person 1 is dictator for F . This rule illustrates Cases 2, 5 and 6.

It is obvious that F satis�es FR, I, P, ON, �IP and UNWA, and violates IP.

Case 3: Let a rule F be such that for any u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x �F (u) y ()

8<: u1(x) � u1(y) if x; y 2 X� [X�0 with #X� � 2 or #X�0 � 2
or

: (ui(y) > ui(x) 8i 2 N) otherwise.

This rule illustrates Case 3. This rule satis�es �FR, I, P, ON, UNWA and

IP (and hence �IP), and violates FR. Note that Person 1 is decisive for any

pair (x; y) except for fxg = X(x) and fyg = X(y). Let X = fx; y; z; wg where

the attribute sets are fx; yg, fzg and fwg. According the rule, 1 is complete

dictator19 on fx; y; zg and fx; y; wg and the Pareto extension rule govern fz; wg.

Non-welfare attributes are used as u1(x) > u1(y) implies x >F (u) y whereas

u1(z) > u1(w) does not always imply z >F (u) w. FR is also violated since

z >F (u) x >F (u) w does not always imply z >F (u) w.

Case 7: Let a rule F be de�ned as follows. For any x; y 2 X with x 6= y, if

#(X(x) [X(y)) � 3, then x �F (u) y () u1(x) � u1(y), and if#(X(x) [X(y)) <

320 , then x >F (u) y () [ui(x) > ui(y)8i] or [�(x) > �(y) and : (ui(y) > ui(x) 8i)].

We also de�ne x =F (u) y if x = y.

19See Example 13 for the de�nition.
20Thus #(X(x) [X(y)) = 2, and X(x) and X(y) are singleton.
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Note that x =F (u) y never occurs if x 6= y and X(x) and X(y) are singleton.

This rule illustrates Case 7, satisfying �FR, I, P, ON, �IP and UNWA, and

violating FR and IP. Person 1 is decisive for any pair (x; y) except for fxg =

X(x) and fyg = X(y), but not dictator.

Case 8: Let A;B;C be such that A = fx : �(x) = 1g, B = fx : �(x) = 2g

and C = fx : �(x) � 3g. A binary relation �T is de�ned by its asymmetric

parts >T and symmetric parts =T as follows:

x >T y () [x 2 A&y 2 B] _ [x 2 B&y 2 C] _ [x 2 C&y 2 A]
x =T y () [x; y 2 A] _ [x; y 2 B] _ [x; y 2 C]

Note that �T is complete but not transitive; >T has cycles such that x >T

y >T z >T x where x 2 A, y 2 B and z 2 C. Let F be such that for any

u 2 U(X)n and any x; y 2 X,

x >F (u) y () u1(x) > u1(y) or [u1(x) = u1(y) and x >T y] ;
x =F (u) y () [u1(x) = u1(y) and x =T y] :

This rule illustrates Case 8. This is a dictatorial rule satisfying �FR, I, P,

ON, �IP and UNWA and violating FR and IP. Letting x 2 A, y 2 B, z 2 C,

u1(x) = u1(y) = u1(z), we have x >F (u) y >F (u) z >F (u) x. This shows that F

violates FR and uses non-welfare attributes. It is easy to check that this rule

satis�es �FR.
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